Predictive connectome subnetwork extraction with anatomical and connectivity priors.
We present a new method to identify anatomical subnetworks of the human connectome that are optimally predictive of targeted clinical variables, developmental outcomes or disease states. Given a training set of structural or functional brain networks, derived from diffusion MRI (dMRI) or functional MRI (fMRI) scans respectively, our sparse linear regression model extracts a weighted subnetwork. By enforcing novel backbone network and connectivity based priors along with a non-negativity constraint, the discovered subnetworks are simultaneously anatomically plausible, well connected, positively weighted and reasonably sparse. We apply our method to (1) predicting the cognitive and neuromotor developmental outcomes of a dataset of 168 structural connectomes of preterm neonates, and (2) predicting the autism spectrum category of a dataset of 1013 resting-state functional connectomes from the Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange (ABIDE) database. We find that the addition of each of our novel priors improves prediction accuracy and together outperform other state-of-the-art prediction techniques. We then examine the structure of the learned subnetworks in terms of topological features and with respect to established function and physiology of different regions of the brain.